ABSTRACT Stellar rotation periods (P rot ) measured in open clusters have proved to be extremely useful for studying stars' angular momentum content and rotationally driven magnetic activity, which are both age-and mass-dependent processes. While P rot measurements have been obtained for hundreds of solar-mass members of the Pleiades, measurements exist for only a few low-mass (<0.5 M ) members of this key laboratory for stellar evolution theory. To fill this gap, we report P rot for 132 low-mass Pleiades members (including nearly 100 with M ≤ 0.45 M ), measured from photometric monitoring of the cluster conducted by the Palomar Transient Factory in late 2011 and early 2012. These periods extend the portrait of stellar rotation at 125 Myr to the lowest-mass stars and re-establish the Pleiades as a key benchmark for models of the transport and evolution of stellar angular momentum. Combining our new P rot with precise BV IJHK photometry reported by Stauffer et al. and Kamai et al., we investigate known anomalies in the photometric properties of K and M Pleiades members. We confirm the correlation detected by Kamai et al. between a star's P rot and position relative to the main sequence in the cluster's color-magnitude diagram. We find that rapid rotators have redder (V − K) colors than slower rotators at the same V , indicating that rapid and slow rotators have different binary frequencies and/or photospheric properties. We find no difference in the photometric amplitudes of rapid and slow rotators, indicating that asymmetries in the longitudinal distribution of starspots do not scale grossly with rotation rate.
INTRODUCTION
Studies of stellar rotation in the Pleiades go back decades; indeed, Pleiads are included in the seminal analysis by Skumanich (1972) of the evolution of rotation and activity in Sun-like stars. Spectroscopic v rot sin i measurements were quickly obtained for large numbers of cluster members (e.g., Stauffer & Hartmann 1987) , but inclination-independent measurements of rotation periods (P rot ) took longer to accumulate, reflecting the observationally intensive nature required of monitoring programs conducted with photometers or small field-of-view imagers (e.g., van Leeuwen et al. 1987; Prosser et al. 1993) . This changed dramatically with the HATNet exoplanet-search program, which monitored ≈100 square degrees including much of the cluster and produced periods for 368 Pleiads (Hartman et al. 2010) . However, while these authors achieved a 93% period-detection efficiency for 0.7-1.0 M members, this efficiency dropped sharply with mass, and the number of M-dwarf Pleiads with measured P rot remains very small (e.g., the few studied by Terndrup et al. 1999; Scholz & Eislöffel 2004) .
Measurements of P rot for single-age open-cluster members spanning a range of masses are a valuable way to test models of stellar angular-momentum evolution. These models strive to reproduce the dependence of P rot on mass within a cluster and the evolution of P rot for stars in a narrow mass range (e.g., the age-rotation relation for 0.8-1.1 M stars). The recent review by Bouvier et al. (2014) provides a fuller overview of the increasingly sophisticated theoretical descriptions of processes responsible for angular-momentum loss and/or transfer. Broadly speaking, the components of such models are: a) the initial distribution of angular-momentum states (e.g., Joos et al. 2012) ; b) the mechanism and efficiency of angularmomentum loss during the protostellar/accretion phase (Matt & Pudritz 2005; Romanova et al. 2009 ); c) the efficiency and timescale of angular-momentum transport in the stellar interior (e.g., Denissenkov et al. 2010) ; and d) the efficiency of angular-momentum loss from the zeroage main sequence (ZAMS) onward (e.g., Matt et al. 2015; Gallet & Bouvier 2015) .
The rotation rates of Pleiades members have often been particularly useful in this context, as these can be used to characterize the angular-momentum content of stars that have just arrived on the ZAMS (e.g., Bouvier et al. 1997; Sills et al. 2000) . However, the lack of P rot mea-
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surements for the lowest-mass Pleiads has led authors seeking rotation periods for Pleiades-age stars to utilize a pseudo-Pleiades sample of P rot measured for high-mass members of M35 (Meibom et al. 2009 ) and periods measured for low-mass members of NGC 2516 (Irwin et al. 2007) . While combining distinct populations is sufficient for first-order investigations of angular-momentum evolution, testing second-order effects due to metallicity, cluster environment, etc., requires that we obtain full mass sequences in many cluster environments, particularly one as well studied as the Pleiades.
The spot signatures from which P rot values are inferred also provide important clues as to the behavior of active photospheres and their influence on stellar properties. Early studies identified systematic differences between the photometric colors of members of the Pleiades and older open clusters such as the Hyades and Praesepe (Stauffer 1984) , and between the colors of rapidly and slowly rotating Pleiads (e.g., figure 5 in Stauffer et al. 1984) . Subsequent studies have documented the anomalous morphology of the Pleiades cluster sequence (e.g., Bell et al. 2012 ) and provided further evidence of connection between this morphology and rotation rates Kamai et al. 2014) . Magnetically confined starspots provide a likely physical mechanism for linking a star's rotation rate and photospheric properties: rotationally driven magnetic dynamos produce large cool spots on the photospheres of rapidly rotating stars, which simple two-component spot models predict produce photometric anomalies similar to those which are observed (e.g., Stauffer et al. 1986; Jackson & Jeffries 2013) .
Uncertainties in empirical estimates of stellar parameters derived from these anomalous photometric properties could produce systematic errors in the ages, masses, and radii of spotted stars, with important ramifications for the inferred age scale for young (1-200 Myr) stars and clusters. In addition to these observational effects, starspots can significantly affect the energy transport, temperature structure, and lithium-depletion efficiency in pre-main sequence stellar interiors (e.g., Jackson & Jeffries 2014a,b; Somers & Pinsonneault 2015a,b) , introducing additional systematic uncertainties into the parameters inferred by comparison to non-spotted stellar evolutionary models.
To improve empirical constraints on the rotational evolution and photospheric properties of low-mass stars, we carried out a sensitive, wide-field multi-epoch monitoring campaign targeting the lowest-mass members of the 125-Myr-old Pleiades cluster. We begin in Section 2 by using the literature to assemble a catalog of >2300 Pleiades members with reliable photometry spanning K = 5 − 19 mag. We then use the absolute K magnitudes of these stars to derive their masses, and identify candidate binaries in our sample based on their position in a V versus (V − K) color-magnitude diagram (CMD). In Section 3, we describe our Palomar Transient Factory (PTF; Law et al. 2009; Rau et al. 2009 ) observations of four fields in the Pleiades that provide PTF light curves for 809 candidate members of the cluster. We then present our periodfinding pipeline, along with a number of tests we developed to establish the reliability of our 132 P rot measurements for Pleiads ranging from 0.18 to 0.65 M . These measurements include the first P rot values reported for ≈100 low-mass (M ≤ 0.45 M ) cluster members. We discuss our results in Section 4 and conclude in Section 5. Finally, we include in the Appendix 119 variable field stars identified in our Pleiades observations.
CATALOG ASSEMBLY

Membership Catalog
We collate existing catalogs of confirmed and candidate Pleiads to characterize the subset for which PTF collected densely sampled light curves. As the basis of this catalog, we adopt the Stauffer et al. (2007) list of Pleiades members. This compilation includes 1416 candidate members identified by others over more than 80 years (e.g., by Trumpler 1921; Artyukhina 1969; van Leeuwen et al. 1986; Deacon & Hambly 2004) .
To produce a uniform set of astrometric and photometric measurements for these stars, Stauffer et al. (2007) identified counterparts for brighter (J < 11 mag) objects in the 2MASS All-Sky Point Source Catalog (Cutri et al. 2003) and for fainter objects in the deeper "6x" catalog that 2MASS produced by observing a 3 degree × 2 degree field centered on the Pleiades with exposure times six times longer than those used in the primary survey.
We supplement the Stauffer et al. (2007) catalog with additional candidate Pleiades members identified and assembled by Lodieu et al. (2012) , Bouy et al. (2015) and Hartman et al. (2010) . Using photometry and astrometry from the UKIRT Infrared Deep Sky Survey (UKIDSS), Lodieu et al. (2012) identified 1076 stars within 5
• of the Pleiades's center for which they calculate a membership probability (P mem ) >50%. Using color, magnitude, and proper motion cuts, Lodieu et al. (2012) also selected an overlapping, but non-probabilistic set of 1147 candidate low-mass Pleiads. To test the fidelity and completeness of these UKIDSS-selected samples, Lodieu et al. (2012) compiled a list of candidate Pleiades members identified over the past two decades (e.g., by Hambly et al. 1993; Festin 1998; Pinfield et al. 2000; Moraux et al. 2003; Bihain et al. 2006) .
Using a 3 radius, we match these lists and identify 506 previously reported candidate Pleiades members that are not in the Stauffer et al. (2007) list, and 466 additional candidate members reported by Lodieu et al. (2012) .
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We also incorporate candidate Pleiades members identified by Bouy et al. (2015) from their updated DANCePleiades catalog, originally developed by Bouy et al. (2013) and Sarro et al. (2014) . The DANCe-Pleiades catalog includes photometry from several wide-field optical and infrared surveys, as well as dedicated imaging programs carried out with imagers on telescopes in singleuser mode. Combining these data along with new Yband observations from the William Herschel Telescope, Bouy et al. (2015) produce two catalogs with calculated Pleiades membership probabilities, for sources with and without Tycho-2 photometry and astrometry. Tycho-2 sources are sufficiently bright that they saturate a standard PTF exposure, so we include only the 2010 candidates without Tycho-2 counterparts for which Bouy et al. (2015) calculate P mem > 75%. Using a 3 matching radius, we find 1606 DANCe-Pleiades candidates with counterparts in the merged Stauffer et al. (2007) et al. (2012) catalog, and incorporate the remaining 404 unmatched DANCe-Pleiades candidates into our catalog. Finally, we include seven candidate Pleiads for which Hartman et al. (2010) measured P rot , but that lack counterparts within 3 in our combined Stauffer et al. (2007) /Lodieu et al. (2012) /Bouy et al. (2015) catalog. The composition of this merged catalog of Pleiades members and candidates is summarized in Table 1 . We have 2799 potential Pleiads ranging from K = 5 − 19 mag.
Photometry
Inferring reliable, self-consistent parameters for Pleiades members over a broad range in color, and thus mass, requires a comprehensive and homogeneous catalog of optical and near-infrared (NIR) photometry. At optical wavelengths, R P T F magnitudes are available for lower-mass Pleiads, but not for the higher-mass stars with P rot reported by Hartman et al. (2010) . Fortunately, the cluster's importance as a testbed for stellar evolution models has motivated the collection of BV RI photometry for many of its members.
We use the photometry compiled by Stauffer et al. (2007) , supplemented with the deep BV I photometry of Kamai et al. (2014) for low-mass Pleiads. These two catalogs provide consistent V magnitudes for ≈80% (100/132) of the Pleiads for which we have P rot from PTF light curves, and ≈88% (436/496) of the full catalog of Pleiades members with measured P rot .
The resulting V versus (V − K) and V versus (B − V ) CMDs for Pleiades members are shown in Figure 1 . While the coverage of the full cluster population is not ideal, the larger photometric uncertainties in the transformed R P T F photometry would limit the analysis of color anomalies presented in Section 4.1 much more than the modest reduction in sample size that results from adopting the BV RI photometry.
At NIR wavelengths, 2MASS and UKIDSS photome- 
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Figure 2. 2MASS Ks -UKIDSS K1 residuals for sources in both surveys. The median offset is 0.02 mag; Malmquist-like effects produce small systematic biases for the very brightest and faintest sources detected in both surveys, but no large-scale trends with source magnitude are visible over the majority of the magnitude range in common to the two surveys. Tests of the agreement between the 2MASS and UKIDSS J and H show similarly small offsets (0.05 and 0.02 mag in the mean, respectively) and no largescale trends as a function of color or magnitude.
try are available for the full sample of Pleiades members. To remove potential systematic effects due to small differences between the photometric systems, we measured the offsets required to bring the UKIDSS JHK onto the 2MASS photometric system within the central 1.3-1.5 magnitudes of the overlap range between the two surveys. Figure 2 shows the good agreement between the K magnitudes measured for Pleiades members by 2MASS and UKIDSS, where systematic offsets can only be seen for the very brightest and faintest sources detected by both surveys. We found median 2MASS -UKIDSS offsets of −0.05, 0.02, and −0.02 mag in the J, H and K bands, respectively. These offsets are consistent with the modest color terms and zero-point offsets between the WFCAM and 2MASS systems measured by Hodgkin et al. (2009) .
We adopt 2MASS magnitudes for all sources with K s < 13 (≈1.3 mag brighter than the 2MASS faint limit) or lacking UKIDSS magnitudes. Only a few stars lacking 2MASS photometry are among our final sample of rotators (i.e., four of 132); for these sources, we adopt UKIDSS magnitudes after applying a simple zero-point correction to place them on the 2MASS system. The (J − K) versus K CMD resulting from this combined photometric catalog is shown in Figure 3 , and traces out a well-defined cluster sequence over more than 10 magnitudes in K.
Stellar Parameters
Even with the available high-quality photometry, estimating reliable stellar parameters for Pleiades-age stars is more difficult than it may appear. As noted earlier, Stauffer et al. (2003) , Bell et al. (2012) and Kamai et al. (2014) detected offsets between the empirical Pleiades CMD and that predicted by theory or empirically measured in older open clusters (i.e., Praesepe and the Hyades), an effect these authors attribute to the presence of cool starspots on the stellar photosphere. Stauffer et al. (2003) and Kamai et al. (2014) Dotter (priv. communication) . Despite combining photometry from the 2MASS and UKIDSS surveys, our catalog of candidate members produces a well-defined cluster sequence over more than 10 magnitudes in K and a wide range of stellar masses (0.07 < M < 2.5 M ). P rot respectively) and its color/magnitude displacement, providing additional evidence that this offset is a signature of the temperature differences introduced by large starspots on the photospheres of the Pleiades's fastest rotating, and thus most magnetically active, low-mass members. We utilize our expanded sample of P rot and homogeneous photometric data to examine this idea in Section 4.1; for now, we simply note that the presence of this offset complicates the assignment of stellar parameters based on a member's colors and magnitudes. To make matters worse, the color-temperature relations predicted by various models and empirical calibrations (e.g., Dotter et al. 2008; Boyajian et al. 2012; Pecaut & Mamajek 2013) can disagree by as much as several hundred K, adding yet another systematic uncertainty when converting from observed colors to masses and temperatures. Luckily, these problems appear to be due to discrepancies at optical wavelengths: Bell et al. (2012) find that these offsets diminish to a negligible level at wavelengths longer than 2.2 µm, indicating that potential errors in photometric mass estimates can be minimized by inferring masses from a star's K magnitude.
We therefore convert each Pleiades member's K to an absolute M K , adopting the distance modulus of m−M = 5.67 measured by Melis et al. (2014) from VLBA parallaxes. 10 We then infer the masses using the mass-M K 10 The distance implied by the parallax measurements in the revised Hipparcos catalog disagrees with that measured by Melis et al. (2014) as well as by other authors (e.g., Pinsonneault et al. relationship predicted by a 125 Myr, solar-metallicity ([Fe/H] = 0), non-α-enhanced ([α/Fe] = 0) Dartmouth isochrone (Dotter et al. 2008 ). We present these masses in Table 4 , along with other relevant stellar parameters, for all stars for which we extract a robust P rot .
Finally, we label candidate binaries by analyzing the location of cluster members in the V versus (V − K) CMD. We follow Steele & Jameson (1995) , who demonstrated that synthetic binary systems form a second sequence in the I versus (I − K) CMD that lies 0.75 mag brightward of the single-star sequence. These authors also showed that the binary sequence included systems with a wide range of mass ratios: even the lowest mass secondaries emit enough NIR flux to shift a binary system significantly redward of the single-star sequence in an optical/NIR CMD, and thus into the elevated binary sequence at that redder color. Only when the mass ratio becomes extremely uneven (M prim /M sec = 0.2/0.03 ≈ 7) does the secondary fail to contribute enough red flux to push the system well into the elevated binary sequence.
We indicate the location of this binary sequence in Figure 1 by applying a 0.75 mag offset to the semi-empirical cluster sequence defined by Kamai et al. (2014) , which we extend here to V = 20 and (V − K) = 6.4. We identify candidate binaries as those cluster members with V within 0.375 mag of the binary sequence in Figure 1 ; this assumes a 0.375 mag spread in both the binary and single-star populations. We flag the candidate binaries in Table 4 , and investigate the effects of this binary selection threshold further in Figure 17 and Section 4.1.
PERIOD MEASUREMENTS
Photometric Monitoring and Light Curve
Construction We monitored the Pleiades using time allocated to two PTF Key Projects: the PTF/M-dwarfs survey (Law et al. 2011 and the PTF Open Cluster Survey (POCS; Agüeros et al. 2011; Douglas et al. 2014) . PTF was a time-domain experiment using the robotic 48-inch Samuel Oschin (P48) telescope at Palomar Observatory, CA, and involved real-time data-reduction and transientdetection pipelines and a dedicated follow-up telescope. The PTF infrastructure is described in Law et al. (2009) ; we focus here on the components associated with the P48, which we used to conduct our monitoring campaign. The P48 is equipped with the CFH12K mosaic camera, which was significantly modified to optimize its performance on this telescope. The camera has 11 working CCDs, which cover a 7.26 square degree field-of-view with 92 megapixels at 1 sampling (Rahmer et al. 2008) . Under typical observing conditions (1. 1 seeing), it delivers 2 full-width half-maximum images that reach a 5σ limiting R ≈ 21 mag in 60 s (Law et al. 2010) .
R-band observations of the four PTF fields that contain the most candidate Pleiades members were scheduled in the fall and winter of 2011-2012 (see Figure 4) . Observations began on 2011 Sep 6 and ended on 2012 Mar 4; the number of visits each field received is given in 2004; Soderblom et al. 2005) at the ≈5σ level according to the formal errors in each study. This distance difference corresponds to a ≈10% systematic uncertainty in the masses we infer, a relatively modest effect in the context of a sample which spans an order of magnitude in mass (0.1 < M < 1.0 M ). Stauffer et al. (2007) are shown in red, with additional candidates compiled by Lodieu et al. (2012) in black. Stars with Prot measured by Hartman et al. (2010) are highlighted in blue. A control sample of field stars that are offset from the cluster core and have PTF light curves and NIR colors and magnitudes consistent with cluster membership, is in gray. Individual PTF fields selected for POCS monitoring are overlaid in black; the location of the dead CCD in each PTF field is crossed out. Table 2 . The > ∼ 300 R-band visits to each field exceed by nearly an order of magnitude the number of visits that neighboring PTF fields received in the standard PTF survey. To provide sensitivity to long and short P rot , each Pleiades field received a mixture of low-density (≈1-2 visits per night) and high-density (≈20 visits per night) monitoring; high-density coverage was obtained for various fields in 2011 Oct and Dec and 2012 Jan.
We follow Law et al. (2011) in assembling our photometric light curves. In brief: we perform aperture photometry using SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) on each IPAC-processed PTF frame (Laher et al. 2014) , whose photometric calibration is described by Ofek et al. (2012) . This generates photometry for all objects at each epoch with approximate zero-points determined on a chip-by-chip basis using USNO-B1 (Monet et al. 2003) photometry of bright stars. After removing observations affected by e.g., bad pixels, diffraction spikes, or cosmic rays, the positions of single-epoch detections were matched using a 2 radius to produce multi-epoch light curves.
We then examine the light curves to identify epochs where a large fraction of the objects on each CCD had anomalous photometry due to atmospheric effects (most often due to clouds) or elevated background (e.g., moonlight). After removing the <2% of epochs that were typically flagged, as well as discounting objects exhibiting evidence for intrinsic astrophysical variability, the zeropoint solution for each epoch was re-optimized to minimize the overall long-term RMS variations for the ensemble of stars. The light curves were then detrended using five iterations of the SysRem algorithm (Tamuz et al. 2005 ) to remove smaller-scale variations that affected groups of stars on sub-chip-scales, such as airmass variations across the image and thin small-scale clouds.
Measuring Rotation Periods
We search for signatures of periodic variability in the PTF data for 818 candidate Pleiads with median In each iteration, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram is sensitive to periods from 0.1 to 30 days and is used to identify the period with maximum power. The light curve is then phased to this period, pre-whitened by subtracting the median value of all points within 0.035 in phase, and all points that are 4σ outliers to the prewhitened light curve are then excluded from the next iteration. We adopt the period with the maximum power in the periodogram computed after three iterations of this process as the most likely P rot .
Establishing Criteria for Reliable Period Measurements
Internal Check: Pleiads versus Control Stars
To evaluate the reliability and robustness of our P rot measurements, we construct a control sample of field stars with colors and magnitudes similar to those of bona fide Pleiades members. These light curves will have the same instrumental signatures as those of our Pleiades targets, but should exhibit significantly lower levels of intrinsic astrophysical variability due to their older ages and lower levels of magnetic activity (as expected based on the age-activity relation; e.g., Hawley et al. 1999; Soderblom et al. 2001; Douglas et al. 2014) . By injecting artificial periodic signals into these quieter light curves, we test our ability to accurately recover P rot from light curves that reflect the exact cadence and noise properties of our Pleiades targets' light curves.
We select stars from the 4 th U.S. Naval Observatory CCD Astrograph Catalog (UCAC; Zacharias et al. 2012) database within 2 degrees of RA=4 HR, DEC=+25.5
• (J2000), a region on the edge of the PTF Pleiades fields. From these 19,500 stars we then choose those with colors and magnitudes similar to those of the Pleiades cluster sequence; specifically, we pick stars with:
Two thousand twenty four stars satisfy these constraints. Of these, 427 lie within the PTF Pleiades footprint and have light curves with a median R P T F between 12.9 and 19 mag. We include these stars in the K versus (J − K) CMD shown in Figure 3 , and summarize the properties of the sample in Table 1 .
To develop a catalog of robust P rot , we utilize a set Figure 5 . Distributions of the power in the primary peak in periodograms calculated from PTF light curves. Sources with strong periodogram peaks are dominated by candidate or confirmed Pleiads, which exhibit a clear excess of high-power peaks relative to the control sample of field stars. Interestingly, stars with Prot reported by Hartman et al. (2010) are typically found at somewhat lower power levels than the most strongly periodic stars in the POCS sample. Stars with prominent peaks in their POCS periodogram are predominantly lower-mass stars and lie below the sensitivity of the HATNet survey, which measured Prot mainly for brighter (and less photometrically variable) FGK stars.
of objective criteria informed by previous analyses and new comparisons to empirical and synthetic period measurements. A key metric is the maximum power in the periodogram's primary peak, a quantity highlighted with an orange triangle in the middle panel of Figures 8 and 9. The distributions of the power in the periodogram's primary peak is shown in Figure 5 for stars in the Pleiades sample and in the control sample of field stars.
The Pleiades and control samples contain similar numbers of stars whose periodograms exhibit primary peaks at low power levels (0 < power < 20). At powers >20, however, the Pleiades sample begins to exhibit a clear excess of higher-power peaks relative to what is seen in the control sample. The Pleiades sample has four times as many stars with power ≈30 as the control sample, and the disparity grows at higher power levels.
The higher powers seen in the Pleiades sample are consistent with a picture in which young, magnetically active stars have higher starspot covering fractions, producing higher levels of periodic photometric variability and thus more structured periodograms than exhibited by their field-star brethren.
In addition, we follow Xiao et al. (2012) in assessing the extent to which each P rot is unique and unambiguous. We define a period to be uniquely and unambiguously measured when the periodogram contains no secondary peaks exceeding 60% of the height of the primary peak, aside from beat periods between the primary peak and a potential 1-day alias. This threshold and the beat periods that are excluded when executing this test are identified in the middle panels of Figures 8 and 9 with cyan and red lines, respectively. For brevity, we hereafter refer to periodogram peaks that meet this criterion as unique, despite the presence of many structures in the periodogram at lower levels of significance. Figure 6. Phased light curves for the six stars in our control group that meet our criterion for a unique periodogram peak. The top row are the three stars with peak periodogram power >30; these three are clearly periodic.
Of the 818 candidate Pleiades members with PTF light curves in our sample, 153 produce periodograms that satisfy this criterion for a unique and unambiguous P rot measurement. As Figure 5 shows, unique periodogram peaks are among the strongest on an absolute scale, and only six unique peaks are found for the control sample of older field stars in the same area of NIR color-magnitude space as that occupied by bona fide Pleiads. Phase-folded light curves for these six control stars are shown in Figure 6 . Three have periodogram peaks with powers ≤25; the three with power >30 are clearly periodic.
External Test: Comparison with HATNet Prot Measurements
We examine the agreement between the P rot we measure using POCS data and the independent P rot measured for Pleiads by Hartman et al. (2010) using photometry from the HATNet planet-search program. Figure 7 compares the P rot for 54 stars for which the POCS periodogram includes a peak with power >20. Twenty of these stars have a POCS periodogram with an unambiguous peak (unique flag = 1). All of those peaks have power ≥30, and the resulting POCS period measurement is identical to the HATNet period (∆P rot < 1%) for all but two sources, representing a 90% recovery rate.
The stars with differing P rot are fast rotators with strong periodogram peaks. Assuming the HATNet periods measured for these stars are correct, the 10% relative disagreement measured for one star, which has a POCS power of 75, corresponds to a small absolute difference in P rot (0.119 versus 0.135 days). The second star appears to lie on the locus of beat periods between true periods and a 1-day sampling cadence shown in Figure 10 , a difficult-to-eradicate failure state for ground-based monitoring programs, as demonstrated by the Monte Carlo simulations discussed below.
Examining the POCS P rot for an additional 20 sources with power >30 but ambiguous period measurements (unique = 0), we find much poorer agreement with the HATNet results. The POCS and HATNet periods agree to better than 3% for only 60% (12/20) of these sources. Relaxing the criteria further, periods derived from ambiguous periodograms with peaks with power between 20 and 30 agree to within 3% with the HATNet measurement in only ≈15% (2/14) cases. We also examine the overlap and agreement between our P rot values and those reported by Scholz & Eislöffel (2004) for nine low-mass Pleiads. POCS light curves were recorded for eight of these sources, but all but one produced periodograms featuring only weak peaks (power <20). The exception is BPL 102, one of the most massive objects in the Scholz & Eislöffel (2004) sample. The POCS periodogram features a moderate peak (power ≈38) at 0.81 days, consistent with the period measured by Scholz & Eislöffel (2004) , but additional peaks are detected with a significant fraction of this power (i.e., unique = 0), preventing the unambiguous identification of this period from the POCS data.
These tests demonstrate the importance of evaluating both the absolute and relative power of a given periodogram peak in establishing its reliability.
External Test: Monte Carlo Validation of Pipeline Results
We use a Monte Carlo approach to verify that our pipeline accurately recovers variability signals injected into the PTF light curves of our control sample of stars. As indicated by their modest powers in Figure 5 , stars in our control sample typically exhibit low levels of photometric variability compared to our sample of candidate and confirmed Pleiads. To ensure that any intrinsic astrophysical variability in these light curves will be dominated by the artificial signals we inject, we remove 33 stars from the control sample whose periodograms feature a peak with power ≥30. The light curves of the remaining 394 stars still surely contain meaningful astrophysical variability. But any degradation of the artificial signals we introduce into these light curves caused by the stars' intrinsic variability will only cause us to underestimate the performance of our pipeline, resulting in overly conservative thresholds for extracting reliable P rot .
We first create densely sampled sinusoids with P rot selected randomly from a uniform distribution in log The full PTF light curve for this candidate Pleiad. The inserts correspond to times when this field was monitored at a high cadence (days 1091-1094 and 1103-1108, respectively). The light blue point shows the median photometric uncertainty on these data; here it is about the size of the data point. Middle: The periodogram calculated from this light curve via our iterative process (black line), with the peak power, corresponding to a period of 0.770 days, highlighted with an red triangle. Beat periods between this period and a 1-day alias are flagged with vertical (dark blue) dashed lines; the power threshold used to flag sources with ambiguous period detections (i.e., additional periods with ≥60% of the primary peak's power) is shown as a horizontal dashed line. Bottom: The light curve phase-folded to the 0.770-day period. A median-filtered version of the phase-folded light curve, shown as an orange line, is subtracted to create a pre-whitened light curve, shown in the sub-panel at the bottom. The periodogram computed from this pre-whitened light curve is shown as a gray line in the middle panel. The primary peak and beat periods are not present in the periodogram of the pre-whitened light curve, indicating that the periodic signature removed during the pre-whitening accounts for all of the significant structure in the star's light curve.
space of −1 < log P rot < 1.5, corresponding to minimum and maximum periods of 0.1 and 31.6 days. The amplitude of each sinusoid is scaled relative to the standard deviation of the target light curve, with unique sinusoids generated for each of five different amplitude ratios: amplitude/σ light curve =0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2 and 1.5.
We then add these sinusoids to the target light curve after interpolating the function onto the exact epochs Figure 8 , but for a star whose light curve produces a periodogram peak lying near the power cutoff defined in Section 3 for making robust Prot measurements.
for each measurement. We generate 500 sinusoids for each of the amplitude ratios and test our ability to recover 2500 unique instances of periodic variability from the light curves of each of the 394 stars in our powerrestricted control sample.
Applying our algorithm to the set of 985,000 artificially variable light curves, we measure the dependence of the recovery rate and accuracy of our period detection on the properties of the input light curve (i.e., period and amplitude) and the output periodogram (i.e., absolute and relative height of the periodogram peak).
In Figure 10 we compare the simulated and recovered periods for individual light curves, and in Figure 11 we display the cumulative distribution function of the fraction of P rot successfully recovered when applying different quality cuts to the sample. We define a successful recovery as one in which the input and recovered P rot agree to within 3%, and find that our overall success rate is 66% for this simulation. Spurious measurements arise primarily from beat periods between the true P rot and the typical 1-day sampling frequency of the PTF monitoring. These spurious measurements are most prevalent among, but not limited to, stars whose periodograms feature multiple strong peaks Figure 10 . A comparison of Prot injected into, and recovered from, PTF light curves of a control sample of 394 field stars with colors and magnitudes similar to those of Pleiads and lacking initial periodogram peaks with power >30. Spurious measurements arise primarily from beat periods between the true Prot and a 1-day sampling frequency (i.e., the curved lines tending to the limit of Prot = 1 day in x and in y). For powers < ∼ 40, the recovery rate of the true period when the period is unambiguous (i.e., no secondary peaks with power >60% of the primary peak's; solid line) is 20-25% higher than the rate for the full sample of periodiograms (dashed line).
(i.e., unique = 0) or low power levels (<30). As Figure 11 shows, the recovery rate increases with the strength of the periodogram's primary peak, and restricting the sample to sources with a single strong peak (unique = 1) enables the recovery rate to exceed 50% even for periodograms with relatively weak power levels (≈20).
New, Reliable Periods for Low-Mass Pleiads
As a result of the work described above, we adopt the following criteria to define reliable P rot measurements:
1. a unique periodogram peak. We eliminate stars with periodograms that include, aside from expected beat periods, secondary peaks with power >60% that of the primary peak. This requirement is motivated by the poor agreement between the POCS and HATNet periods for stars with otherwise strong periodogram peaks.
2. a peak periodogram power >30. We also eliminate stars whose periodograms feature primary peaks with power <30. This criterion is motivated by our pipeline's poor success rate (<80%; see Figure 11) at accurately recovering periods from simulated light curves producing unambiguous but weak (power <30) periodogram peaks. Table 3 summarizes the number of stars that pass each stage of these quality cuts. Our pipeline produced a robust P rot for 132 Pleiads. This sample spans a range of masses from 0.18 to 0.65 M , and includes 20 stars with M ≥ 0.45 M and periods previously measured by Hartman et al. (2010) . Our work thus provides new P rot for 112 Pleiads (including 14 candidate binaries), the vast majority of which occupy a previously unexplored area of mass-period space for this benchmark open cluster.
We present key photometric and light curve properties for all 132 rotators in Table 3 , with individual phased light curves shown in Figures 20 -24 . The location of these stars in the mass-period plane is shown in Figure 12 , along with the higher-mass Pleiads with P rot measured by Hartman et al. (2010) .
The 132 P rot we have obtained represent a ≈16% success rate for extracting period measurements from PTF light curves of Pleiades members. Studies of older clusters return a smaller fraction of period measurements. For example, Agüeros et al. (2011) used PTF to monitor Praesepe, a 600-Myr-old cluster, and obtained periods for ≈5% of the cluster members that fell within the PTF fields. This is consistent with the overall decay of photometric amplitudes as a function of stellar age.
DISCUSSION
Linking the Offsets in the (V − K) versus V CMD
to P rot Several groups have explored anomalies in the photometric properties of Pleiades members (Stauffer 1984; Stauffer et al. 2003; Bell et al. 2012; Kamai et al. 2014) . These anomalies were identified as offsets between the Pleiades's cluster sequence and those measured in older open clusters (i.e., Praesepe and the Hyades) or theoretical 125-Myr isochrones. For example, Stauffer et al. (2003) found that the cluster's K dwarfs were bluer than their Praesepe analogs in the V versus (B − V ) CMD, and redder in the V versus (V − K) one. In V versus (V − I), no offset was apparent, however, suggesting that the offsets seen in the other colors were not due to differences in the stars' V magnitudes, but rather represented excesses in both B and K.
The photometric anomalies seen in Pleiades members are typically attributed to the presence of cool starspots on their stellar photospheres. Kamai et al. (2014) found evidence for this explanation in a correlation between each star's P rot and its color/magnitude displacement relative to the mean cluster sequence. Those authors interpreted this rotation-color relationship as a signature of the increased impact of temperature differences on the photospheres of the Pleiades's fastest-rotating, and thus most heavily spotted, low-mass members. We utilize our new period measurements to re-visit this potential connection between Pleiades members' P rot colors and photometric amplitudes. The low-mass stars for which we measured P rot are sufficiently faint and red that accurate B magnitudes are difficult to acquire, as reflected by the truncation of the (B − V ) versus V cluster sequence at V = 17 mag in Figure 1 . We therefore restrict our analysis of these color offsets to the V versus (V − K) plane, where the Pleiades cluster sequence is well defined for even the faintest, lowest-mass members for which we have measured P rot (V = 19.8, ≈0.18 M ). To provide a simple metric for each member's location in the CMD relative to the cluster sequence, we calculate the difference between its observed (V −K) and that predicted for its V magnitude by our extension of the V versus (V − K) cluster sequence of Kamai et al. (2014) . ∆(V − K), the distance in color space from the cluster sequence, is conveyed in Figure 1 by the color of each point. We use this same color-coding in Figure 13 , which shows each star's P rot as a function of its V magnitude. This color-coding reveals a vertical gradient in Figure 13 , such that faster rotating stars have redder ∆(V − K) color excesses; this effect is most easily visible for 12 < V < 16, where fast and slow rotators are most widely separated. This gradient is consistent with the color-period correlation reported by Kamai et al. (2014) : slowly rotating stars have bluer (V −K) colors than more rapidly rotating stars with the same V .
In Figure 13 , we also include sources that we identify as candidate binaries. As noted earlier, these are cluster members that are at least 0.375 magnitudes brighter than the cluster sequence in the V versus (V − K) CMD; our assumption is that an unseen secondary may be responsible for the excess V -band flux. Sources that are brighter than the cluster sequence for their color are also redder than the cluster sequence at their magnitude, however, so that there is likely no clear distinction in a single CMD between color anomalies due to spots and modest photometric contributions from a low-mass secondary. Indeed, our candidate binaries populate the same regions of the diagram as high ∆(V − K) sources.
To make matters worse, since tidal interactions with a close companion can affect a star's angular-momentum evolution, systems with low-mass secondaries that do remain in the putatively single-star sample may contribute to the observed correlation between P rot and ∆(V − K).
Lacking a complete census of stellar multiplicity in the Pleiades, we cannot fully disentangle the influence of binaries on the photometric and rotational signatures of cluster members. Therefore, we first establish the statistical significance of the correlation between P rot and ∆(V − K) visible in Figure 13 , where we have removed candidate binaries with V excesses greater than 0.375 mag. We then examine how the significance of that correlation varies with the exact threshold adopted to identify candidate photometric binaries.
Statistical Significance of the Correlation Between
P rot and ∆(V − K) To confirm the correlation between P rot and ∆(V − K), we perform a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test on the ∆(V − K) distributions for rapid and slow rotators. We first compute the median P rot for bins of V = 1 mag. Using the resulting median V versus P rot relation, shown as a dashed line in Figure 13 , we divide the sample into slow and rapid rotators by determining if each star's P rot value is larger or smaller, respectively, than the median P rot for that star's magnitude bin. Figure 14 shows the ∆(V − K) distributions for rapid and slow rotators across the sample's full range of magnitudes, and for bright (V ≤ 12 mag), intermediate (12 < V ≤ 14), and faint subsets (V > 14). K-S tests strongly reject the hypothesis that the ∆(V − K) distributions for the slow and fast rotators are selected from the same parent population: in all brightness regimes, there is a <0.1% chance that this is the case. This correlation between rotation rate and color offset was detected by Kamai et al. (2014) , but at different significance levels for different mass regimes. Using a Spearman ρ rank correlation test, these authors identified this signature for the K and M stars in their sample at a slightly higher level of statistical significance. This likely reflects the significant structure that is present in the relationship between P rot and color over any significant magnitude range.
In the high-mass regime, for example, stars follow a relation between P rot and mass/color/magnitude (i.e., bluer/higher-mass stars rotate more rapidly relative to redder/lower-mass stars) that directly counteracts the behavior of the rotation offset at a single mass/magnitude (i.e., rapidly rotating stars are redder than more slowly rotating counterparts at the same mass/magnitude). The opposing directions of these two effects serve to mute the overall impact of the correlation between P rot and color in the mass-period plane, making the underlying correlations more difficult to detect with the single rank correlation test employed by Kamai et al. (2014) .
Our approach of searching for differences in P rot and color relative to stars with similar magnitudes, by contrast, appears better suited to detecting the second order correlation between P rot and ∆(V − K) across the full magnitude/mass range of the Pleiades CMD. Figure 15 shows the correlation between a star's relative rotation rate and color excess most directly, by plotting ∆(V −K) as a function of the star's P rot value normalized to the median P rot for stars in its magnitude bin. Significant scatter remains, but the fundamental relationship between a star's relative rotation rate and color emerges: rapid rotators have positive ∆(V − K) offsets (i.e., are redder), while slower rotators have negative ∆(V − K) offsets (i.e., are bluer).
A relationship between a star's rotation rate and the filling factor of its cool starspots could provide a natural explanation for the observed correlation between P rot and photospheric colors. As Stauffer et al. (2003) and Kamai et al. (2014) outlined previously, cool spots will produce redder colors, and will be more prominent on rapidly rotating stars, whose strong rotationally driven dynamos will generate large spots in regions of high magnetic flux. As starspots are thought to be responsible for the rotationally modulated flux changes that enable P rot measurements, this explanation could also imply that rapid rotators should exhibit larger photometric amplitudes than slower rotators, if the asymmetry in starspot distributions grow proportionally to the size of the spots themselves.
We therefore searched for differences in the photometric amplitudes of the stars in our sample as a function of their P rot . The resulting histograms are shown in Figure 16 , divided into bins to examine the behavior across different mass regimes. Interestingly, we find no significant difference between the photometric amplitudes ex- . Bottom: For 182 faint (V > 14) Pleiads. In each panel, the distribution of (V − K) colors is skewed to the red for fast rotators relative to the distribution for bluer, slower rotators. K-S tests indicate this effect is highly significant, with a <0.1% chance that both distributions are drawn from the same parent sample in any given panel.
hibited by fast and slow rotators, indicating that any dependence of spot size/filling factor on rotation rate must not produce a corresponding change in the asymmetry of the longitudinal distribution of starspots.
4.3. Sensitivity of the P rot , ∆(V − K) Correlation the Adopted Binary Threshold While starspots provide one explanation for the connection between a Pleiad's P rot and ∆(V − K), another could be the presence and influence of an unseen secondary, which could both produce a redder ∆(V − K) offset and spin up the primary. To test the robustness of this observational correlation against various photometric thresholds for flagging candidate binaries, we recomputed the K-S tests shown in Figure 14 after using thresholds as low as 0.1 mag and as high as 0.75 mag, to remove candidate binaries from the sample. We show the resulting likelihoods in Figure 17 as a function of the adopted binary threshold; separate lines show the likelihoods for the full sample, and subsets of the sample drawn from narrower magnitude ranges.
Adopting a stricter threshold by rejecting candidate binaries lying closer to the primary cluster sequence increases the likelihood that the ∆(V −K) distributions for the remaining fast and slow rotators are drawn from the same parent population. Increasing the likelihood of a shared parent sample for the full sample to be >1%, however, requires rejecting all sources 0.25 mag or brighter than the cluster sequence as candidate binaries. And no threshold is strict enough to bring the ∆(V − K) distributions for the faintest cohort into agreement. Even rejecting stars as little as 0.1 mag above the cluster sequence results in a <1% likelihood of a shared parent ∆(V − K) distribution for the faint rapid and slow rotators.
Relaxing the binary selection threshold, by contrast, only increases the discrepancy between the ∆(V − K) distributions of fast and slow rotators. Objects flagged as binaries are, by definition, those with the greatest separations from the cluster sequence, and relaxing the binary threshold only adds sources with large, positive ∆(V − K) values. Furthermore, as expected if unseen companions are spinning up the primaries, Figure 13 shows that sources flagged as binaries using our default 0.375 mag threshold are overwhelmingly fast rotators. The result is that the high ∆(V − K) sources that are added by relaxing the binary threshold are nearly all incorporated into the fast rotating population, thus enhancing the underlying ∆(V − K) discrepancy. Ultimately, changing the threshold used to flag likely binaries does not affect the underlying empirical correlation between P rot and ∆(V − K) across the full population of Pleiades members. Adopting a strict binary threshold simply relegates the fastest rotators into the cluster's binary population, for which rapid rotation is explained as the product of interactions. Conversely, relaxing the threshold incorporates increasing numbers of rapidly rotators into the cluster's putatively single-star population, for which color excess is explained as the signature of starspots. 
Evolution of the Mass-Period Relation
As the lowest-mass members of the Pleiades have only recently arrived on the zero-age main sequence, their P rot measurements provide a new opportunity to test whether models can correctly predict the rotational evolution of these stars. We begin by selecting 75 Pleiads with HATNet or POCS P rot measurements (19 from the former survey, 56 from the latter), no evidence of potential binarity based on their position in the cluster CMD, and masses 0.3 ≤ M < 0.5 M .
We find median, 10 th , and 90 th percentile P rot values of 1.21, 0.34, and 3.70 days, respectively. Following Agüeros et al. (2011), we then use the formalism developed by Barnes & Kim (2010) and Barnes (2010) to find the corresponding zero-age-main-sequence periods (P o ) for each of these representative 125-Myr-old stars, to which we assign a mass of 0.4 M . This P o is fed back into the models to predict the P rot of these representative stars at ages ranging from 30 Myr to 10 Gyr.
The resulting evolutionary tracks are plotted in Figure 18 , along with periods for 0.3 ≤ M < 0.5 M stars from NGC 2547 (≈40 Myr; data from Irwin et al. 2008) , Praesepe (≈600 Myr; Agüeros et al. 2011) , and young and old disk stars (1.5 and 8.5 Gyr; Kiraga & Stępień 2007) . The masses for NGC 2547 stars were obtained by Irwin et al. (2008) using model isochrones from Baraffe et al. (1998) and Chabrier et al. (2000) . For Praesepe, Agüeros et al. (2011) The models accurately reproduce the spin-down seen for the median ≈0.4 M rotator between the age of the Pleiades and that of Praesepe. However, the predictions for the 10 th and 90 th percentile stars fare less well, as the P rot distribution in Praesepe is broader than one would predict based on the Pleiades data. There are a number of possible explanations for this discrepancy. One is that the models may not account correctly for the spin-down for the fastest/slowest rotators. Conversely, our sample of Pleiades rotators may be incomplete, particularly for the always-hard-to-obtain longest P rot . Figure 12 shows a dearth of >3 day periods for the 0.3-0.4 M stars, and this may explain the apparent excess of slow rotators in The tracks are anchored to the median (star), 10 th , and 90 th percentile (triangles) Pleiads, which are obtained from the distribution of Prot for the 75 cluster members in this mass range with no evidence of potential binarity and HATNet or POCS Prot measurements (black and red circles, respectively). The models reproduce the spin-down seen for the median rotator between the age of the Pleiades and that of Praesepe. However, the range of periods observed at 600 Myr is larger than that expected based on the tracks anchored by the Pleiades 10 th and 90 th percentile rotators. A comparison to the younger NGC 2547 stars shows that these stars are still spinning up before reaching 100 Myr.
Praesepe relative to predictions based on our sample of Pleiades P rot . Similarly, the HATNet and POCs sampling may not be sufficient to detect all of the fast rotators in Pleiades, leading to an apparent excess of fast rotators in Praesepe.
The disagreement between the predictions and what is seen at ages >1 Gyr is a by-product of the nature of the available sample of field stars. As pointed out in Agüeros et al. (2011) , the Kiraga & Stępień (2007) sample is selected from X-ray-luminous stars and therefore potentially biased toward faster rotators. In addition, these are not true single-age populations. If the fast rotators are all younger than the slow ones, the disagreement with the evolutionary tracks is not as significant as suggested by Figure 18 . The limitations of this comparison underlines the ongoing need for (admittedly difficult-to-obtain) P rot measurements of low-mass stars in older clusters.
The evolutionary tracks are extended to 30 Myr purely for reference. Low-mass stars at these young ages are still spinning up, presumably because they are still contracting. Indeed, the transition from spinning up to spinning down should occur at about the age of the Pleiades for ≈0.4 M stars (Reiners & Mohanty 2012) . The distributions of P rot for NGC 2547 and the Pleiades shown in Figure 18 are fully consistent with this picture.
CONCLUSIONS
1. We present results from a PTF monitoring campaign to measure rotation periods for low-mass (0.18 < M < 0.65 M ) Pleiades members. This campaign, carried out over the fall and winter of 2011-2012, obtained ≈300 epochs of R P T F photometry for 818 Pleiades members in the cluster's central ≈24 square degrees.
2. Applying quality cuts informed by internal and external tests, we used an automated analysis pipeline to measure rotation periods for 132 Pleiades members. The periods produced by this pipeline were validated against period measurements previously reported for a subset of our sample, and results of Monte Carlo simulations where ≈10 6 synthetic periods were injected into authentic PTF light curves. These tests demonstrate that, with simple criteria to identify strong and unambiguous periodogram peaks, this pipeline is able to accurately identify a star's rotation period with ≥80% reliability, depending on the strength of the periodogram peak in question.
3. These P rot measurements reveal the morphology of the Pleiades's mass-period plane down to masses as low as 0.18 M . Three-quarters (99/132) of the periods measured here were obtained for stars with masses ≤0.45 M , a >6x increase over the number of periods that had been measured previously for Pleiads in this mass regime. These measurements demonstrate that low-mass Pleiades members occupy a distinct space in the mass-period plane, between a locus of rapid rotators with P rot ≈ 0.25 days, and a strongly mass-dependent upper envelope of slow rotators, with the maximum period declining from ≈4 days at 0.5 M to only ≈0.5 days at 0.2 M .
4. When tested against rotation periods measured in the Pleiades and Praesepe, models developed by Barnes (2010) to describe stellar rotational evolution can quantitatively reproduce the spin-down of a typical 0.3 ≤ M < 0.5 M star from 125 to 600 Myr. The spin-down rates predicted by the Barnes (2010) models do not agree quantitatively with the periods measured for rapid and slow rotators in these clusters, however. When anchored by the 10 th and 90 th percentile P rot values measured for Pleiads in this mass range, models predict a narrower range of periods than is actually observed in the ≈600 Myr Praesepe cluster. This model-data discrepancy points to either missing physics in the rotational models, or to lingering incompleteness and bias in the samples of measured P rot .
5. We confirm that rapidly rotating stars exhibit systematically redder (V − K) colors than their more slowly rotating cousins. K-S tests indicate a <0.1% likelihood of a common (V − K) distribution for stars with P rot greater and less than the median P rot for their mass; this finding holds true when the cluster is considered as a whole, and when evaluating subsets covering a more restricted range of masses. The statistical significance of these photometric differences can be minimized if we adopt a conservative photometric binary threshold, thereby flagging most of the rapid rotators as likely binaries. In this scenario, the underlying photometric differences are explained as a product of a strong relationship between stellar rotation rate and binary frequency, rather than a dependence of photospheric/spot properties on rotation rate for putatively single rotators.
6. We identify no significant difference in the R P T Fband photometric amplitudes of slow and rapid rotators. K-S tests indicate a ≥82% likelihood that the observed amplitude distributions could arise even if slow and rapid rotators were randomly sampling of the same parent distribution. This null detection indicates that asymmetries in the longitudinal distributions of starspots do not scale strongly with stellar rotation period; subtler correlations may be detectable with Kepler/K2 light curves, however, given their significantly denser sampling and higher photometric precision than the PTF light curves that we analyze here.
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APPENDIX: INTERESTING VARIABLE STARS IN THE PTF PLEIADES FIELDS
Our light-curve analysis was largely restricted to stars identified previously as candidate Pleiades members. These are a small fraction of the objects in our target fields, however, so that many other variable stars are likely to be present in the full catalog of PTF light curves. We therefore performed a broader search for high-confidence variables within the full catalog of light curves in the PTF Pleiades fields. Candidate variables were identified using the same period-finding algorithm described above, with the same criteria for significance and uniqueness. Among the 119 variable stars we identify in this manner are five known RR Lyrae (see Figure 19 ). All 119 stars are tabulated in Table 5 . Table 4 : RA increases to the right in each row, and from the top row down. These are non-members with P rot measured by Hartman et al. (2010) . The P rot derived here and in that work agree to better than 1% for all these stars.
b
Known RR Lyrae.
